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QUEENSLAND
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V
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B C1

Lot 82

1860 Large Star Imperf 2d blue SG 2, margins good to large with complete outer framelines & fragments of the
adjoining units at right & the base, light Rays cancel leaving the portrait virtually unobstructed, Cat £1800. Superb!
One of the finest examples we have seen. [Fine examples of SG 2 are extremely elusive. In our opinion, they should
be worth at least ten times the 1d & 6d, both of which are catalogued at £800. This stamp is far more attractive than
Bernie Manning's two very fine singles that sold at the Prestige auction of 12.5.2007 for $3335 & $2185 respectively]

Lot 83

1895 Void Background Perf 12½,13 ½d green with Double Impression SG 208a, light horizontal crease, large-part
o.g. with a hinge remainder, Cat £2000. BPA Certificate (2009). [The first print was quite faint & was obviously
considered unsatisfactory. The strong second print is 2mm to the right. With a normal stamp for comparison]
Ken Scudder at page 179 states "Clear double prints exist...probably all...from the same sheet of stamps". Until their
2010 Edition, this error was unpriced by Gibbons. From 2011, it was priced at £2000 unused or used, and has not
budged since. This is stated to be the only unused example recorded. Considering that there are several used
examples known, this stamp should be worth significantly more than the used examples. At a Swiss auction in 2003,
a less dramatic used example sold for €24,225!

84

P

B

1,800

6,000

Lot 84

1896-1902 Figures in Lower Corners Only 6d imperforate proof in brown on ungummed unwatermarked wove
paper BW #Q42(DP)1F, minor thinning at top, Cat $3000 (2004). Ex Bernie Manning. [This is a progressive design
with the spandrels in the lower corners represented by small white triangles only. The ACSC notes that such proofs
were struck from a matrix die block of 4. They exist in 8 different colours; between 2 & 6 single examples of each
colour are recorded. Alan Griffiths' similar proof in green sold in 2012 for £696]
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85

V

A B1

Est $A

Lot 85

- 6d yellow-green BW #Q42A (SG 230) with unlisted variety Damaged Upper Frame, better perforated than many
examples, light cds cancellation (probably 'PARCEL POST/BRANCH/ BRISBANE'), Cat $35,000 (£16,000). Possibly
the finest recorded example of one of the great rarities of Queensland, and of the Commonwealth Period
States issues.
The ACSC advises that "...sixteen examples are recorded. The stamp was first discovered in 1903 shortly after
issue...Most examples have the Parcel Post Branch datestamp...The dates range between April and November
1902...Most examples show characteristically rough perforations...Many of the stamps show defects of various
sorts..." Ken Scudder at page 212 identifies 19 examples across the four sub-types. This is his Sub-Type 1 and is the
stamp illustrated by him.

86

**

A+ B1

20,000

Lot 86

REVENUES: 1960 Impressed Duty with 'QUEENSLAND DUTY' Underprint in Pale Blue £5000 magenta, unmounted,
Elsmore Online Cat $6000. The highest denomination of any pre-Decimal Australian revenue issue. Superb!

6,000

